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● FIRE ADAPTED COMMUNITIE
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Good evening!I want to extend a special thank you to the Columbia River Gorge Commission and the U.S. Forest Service for inviting me to attend this event. My name is Hilary Lundgren and I am the program Director for the Washington Fire Adapted Communities Learning Network (or WAFAC) and will be sharing a bit about fire adapted communities and a few examples of actions that communities can take to enhance their resilience to wildfire.



WRCD PROGRAMS & 
PROJECTS
Yakima Tributary Access and Habitat Program
Upper Wenatchee Landscape Restoration Pilot Project
Yakima Basin Clean Water Partnership
Washington Fire Adapted Communities Learning 
Network

Fiscally Sponsored Programs
• Washington Prescribed Fire Council
• Kittitas Fire Adapted Communities Coalition
• Chumstick Wildfire Stewardship Coalition
• Tapash Sustainable Forest Collaborative
• South Central WA Coordinated Weed Management
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First, I want to share a bit about our organization.  WAFAC is a program of the Washington Resource Conservation and Development Council – or RCD.  The Washington RCD is a statewide non-profit that facilitates and collaborates on finding solutions to natural resource issues in Washington.  The organization hosts and administers various different programs throughout the state, from salmon habit restoration and clean water initiatives to fiscally sponsored collaborative organizations focused on forests, fire, and watershed health.The program that I support, WAFAC, is a group of local fire adaption practitioners who are working in place to help their communities prepare for, respond to, and recover from wildfire.  We work with 91 individuals who represent 25 organizations from nonprofits to state, federal agencies to local watershed coalitions, fire districts, and conservation districts.  
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Before we take a deep dive into fire adapted communities, it is important to note that a lot of this work is grounded in national initiatvies – primarily the National Cohesive Wildland Fire Management Strategy or Cohesive Strategy.The Cohesive Strategy is a strategic push to work collaboratively among all stakeholders and across all landscapes, using best science, to make meaningful progress towards the three goals: Resilient Landscapes. Fire Adapted Communities. Safe and Effective Wildfire Response.Response has been around since time and immemoriam/1910.  We are pretty good at it.Forest collaboratives have been working together for decades and supporting landscape scale restoration efforts.Community collaboration/organizing around fire is newer.  As a result of recent fires - it is more apparent that this is not just a forest health issue.For the first time across the western states, we are seeing resilient communities included in legislation - but also acknowledge that because the issues are complex, community resilience is the least understood by many - and that it takes time to build understanding around the community component than wildfire. And because each community is uniquely different in geographic conditions, culture, and political context - communities can be the most effective at collaboration and working toward solutions.
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What is a fire adapted community?In its broadest definition, it is a framework for community resilience to fire.  It is set of tools and actions that a community can take to live better with fire.But because community context is critical, a fire adapted community utilizes a unique set of actions that works best for a specific place and for its residents. One community might decide to cut, remove, and chip vegetation on individual properties or on the landscape surrounding their community. Another community might find that working with city planners to adopt building codes to reduce the potential for ember ignition is a priority for fire adaptation.Another community may have experienced a fire and is rebuilding homes, fences, and getting resources to those who have unmet needs.Or a community may be working on all of these things. Fire adapted communities is a framework actions they can take to better live with wildfire. 



What it Is NOT

Who takes action

When do they take action

What actions to take
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FAC IS NOT

A CERTIFICATION/FIREWISE USA®

A CHECKLIST

AN END STATE

A PLANNING DOCUMENT

A ONE SIZE FITS ALL APPROACH
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What it ISN’THilaryFAC is not a one size fits all approach. And is flexible at its core.  The beauty of FAC as a framework is that communities of all sizes, economies, and policies can take ideas and concepts and adapt them to meet their local needs.There is not an end state or end point to fire adaptation – the political environment, the ecosystem, the people who live, work, recreate in your community, etc is always changing – meaning FAC work is never complete…And is something that we need to check in on and see how we need to adapt or programs and priorities throughout time.Which also means that there is no set or prescriptive “next steps” or actions, sign-ups, checklists, planning documents, or certifications to become or be a fire adapted community – though these types of tools and strategies can be used for specific projects to increase your community’s resilience to wildfire.Local context matters – in your work role and as an individual you know your community best – so FAC is not about someone from the outside telling you what to do, but it is about helping you think about who and how to engage in your community, the partners at the table, and the suite of potential actions and programs you could tackle.**Repeat the checklist on the slide**So let’s talk more about what FAC is… in other words, WHO should be involved, when FAC work happens, and what FAC looks like.



WHO?
Local wildfire practitioners
Community members
Businesses and tourism industry
Land managers
State/Local/Tribal Government
Federal agencies
Researchers/Academia
Public health officials and practitioners

Notes:
Some people/orgs may fit in more than one 
group.
Some people may work outside their 
traditional silos.
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HilaryWithin the FAC framework, everyone has a role to play in the community.Traditional community wildfire practitioners can’t do all the work on their own…and it is imperative that the whole community is considered when moving fire adaptation work forward.When taking on fire adapted communities work, it is important to ask who is at the table, who is not at the table, and who you could be working with…Practitioners working on smoke outreach, for example, might want to partner with public health officials, a local tourism group or chamber of commerce, and local politicians.It is also helpful to have the support and input from a diversity of partners and connect with those who can offer diverse perspectives that we may not have otherwise thought of based on our own world views and experiences.Note that this graphic doesn’t say WHAT each group should take on; we don’t want to limit or silo people or organizations…and the context for each place will be different.  It is also important to know that there are no constraints on each role (for example, not every fire department is going to solely work to respond to fires. In some areas fire districts may have a community mitigation program, and in another, they may be helping with prescribed burns, or leading and coordinating smoke preparedness efforts.In addition, it is crucial to understand that this body of work can be large in scope…and complex – and we do not need to do all of the things!! 



WHEN

BEFORE

DURING

AFTER
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So, when do we begin our FAC work?Often people think FAC work is purely associated with preparedness and mitigation, but in reality, a community can do work and engage at all points along the fire cycle.Can begin fire adaption work at any point along the fire cycle. For some, fire adaptation efforts begin after the fire with community recovery with rebuilding homes or preparing for post fire flooding.Others start before the fire by preparing their family communication plan, prescribed burning, or developing business continuity plans. During the fire, some are working on suppression efforts, offering smoke safe spaces, or volunteering at evacuation shelters. FAC work is cyclical and never ending – which allows you to review and adapt your approaches and priorities over time and as needed.



WHAT?
At its simplest, FAC is a 
framework for community 
wildfire resilience. 

• This graphic is not meant to depict 
ALL of the possibilities for fire 
adaptation work.

• Community context matters. Certain 
actions and programs will resonate 
with your community, while others 
may not.
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What actions can we take? This graphic was designed to help explain the fire adapted communities (FAC) framework.It describes a set of components that make up community wildfire adaptation and gives examples of specific programs and activities that communities can undertake to reduce their wildfire risk and increase their resilience.Since FAC is not a one-size-fits-all approach; every community’s journey to living better with fire is unique – and so you will take the actions that make sense for your people and place.It is important to note that the graphic on the screen is not a checklist…or to be done in any particular order;It is also NOT a list of comprehensive of programs or actions that you can take.  It is meant to give examples of some of the programs and actions a community could take.



EXAMPLES of specific programs or actionsEXAMPLES of “bins” or categories of work
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The Blue Inner Circle focuses on the different “bins” or categories of work.It shows the various categories of work that any community might work on. These broad bins, or categories, make up the fire adapted communities framework. The Green Outer Circle highlights EXAMPLEs of specific programs or actions one might take.  Remember, this isn’t a one-size fits all approach.  There are other programs and actions that you can take to become fire adapted.Let’s look at a couple of examples…



Photo:  Chelan County Fire District 1
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Most communities are working on resident and community risk reduction and mitigation in some way.In some places, the Firewise USA sites are a helpful program and model that resonates with their residents who want to work with their neighbors,While other places might utilize wildfire risk home assessments to work with individual residents to create a home hardening and defensible space plan.Some communities have less coordinated or measured efforts, but the goals are still similar – to get community action.



Photo:  Mt. Adams Resource Stewards – Pine Flats Fuel Break
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Using Partnerships and Community Engagement and Landscape Treatments as another example:In other places around the state, communities/counties/land managers are asking themselves, “what can we do together that we can’t do alone”.  Some are coming together as this group has tonight to work in a collaborative way to restore fire adapted landscapes – and are working across socio-political boundaries such as folks in the Blue Mountains in SE Washington.  The Blue Mt. Shared Stewardship Group joined to address a common challenge, which is to coordinate multiple efforts across a forest that spans two states and multiple counties.  They wanted to learn and share information that can help inform and coordinate action.For example, this group identified the need for coordinated communications.  They developed a communication plan the spanned both Oregon and Washington, identifying shared challenges for forest restoration, developed key messages for specific audiences, including calls to action, and identified partners to help distribute and share these messages within communities.
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Using the safety and evacuation example: any community might want to work on safety and evacuation as part of the fire adapted communities work.How they choose to do that may be a variety of ways.They could incorporate the “Ready, Set, Go!” program that addresses both pre-fire preparedness work as well as evacuation;they could establish internal safety zones within the community;work on improved ingress and egress routes and signage;and/or help with outreach around personal preparedness - such helping to prepare ‘go kits’ and evacuation plans…or any combination of the above and more!



FAC breaks into 3 pieces

Fire = WHY we do the work we do 

Adapted =  WHAT we are hoping to achieve 

Communities = HOWwe go about it 



This presentation was created by the national Fire Adapted Communities Learning Network 
and modified by Washington Resource Conservation and Development Council/

Washington Fire Adapted Communities Learning Network. 
For more information and resources, please visit 

fireadaptednetwork.org or fireadaptedwashington.org

FAC Self Assessment Tool:
fireadaptednetwork.org/resources/fac
-assessment-tool/

WAFAC Newsletter:
fireadaptedwashington.org

Fire Adapted Communities Learning 
Network Blog
fireadaptednetwork.org/blog
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POST TO CHAT ==================================FAC Self-Assessment Tool https://fireadaptednetwork.org/resources/fac-assessment-tool/�=================================HilaryWe get a lot of question about the next steps in fire adaptation or requests for help to strategically identify specific needs for each community. And as you have learned, there is not a pre-identified process or checklist.Though we are happy to help in any way that we can - there is a Fire Adapted Communities Self-Assessment Tool (FAC SAT) to help you assess your community's actions and track capacity over time. The tool is a PDF document containing a series of questions as part of a four-step process. Step 1: Bring stakeholders together and define the community being assessed.Step 2: Complete the assessment form. Questions will guide you through a process to rate your community in the following areas such as wildfire hazard, community values at risk, risk reduction programs, capacity, resources and funding, outreach and partners and stakeholders.Step 3: prioritize community fire adaptation needsStep 4: creating an action planThis tool can be used to assess individual neighborhoods, cities and even large counties.The FAC SAT is solely for the use of communities and is not asked to be shared with us or anyone else. It is not a state or national tracking, comparison or monitoring tool. You can also sign-up for the WAFAC quarterly newsletter to receive information about resources and learning opportunities.The national FACNet weekly blog is also a great resource for those leading FAC efforts to learn best practices from those working on this work from around the nation.-----This presentation was adapted from a PowerPoint created by the national Fire Adapted Communities Learning Network. The national network is comprised of individuals such as yourself from across the nation and is is supported by the United States Forest Service, Departments of the Interior, The Nature Conservancy and the Watershed Research and Training Center. Visit www.fireadaptednetwork.org to subscribe to their weekly blog to get stories of community wildfire resilience. -----STOP SCREEN SHAREQuestions from the Chat?  © Fire Adapted Communities Learning Network 2020 – Permitted use by Network members not for commercial profit. 

http://www.fireadaptednetwork.org/


THANK YOU

FireAdaptedWashington.org | hilary@fireadaptedwashington.org
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I will be sharing with these links and additional resources with our hosts to share with you.Thank you!

http://www.fireadaptedwashington.org/
mailto:hilary@fireadaptedwashington.org
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